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Celebrating Hamilton Businesses - Triple R's Inc.
Please join us as we celebrate local businesses
in Hamilton. Enjoy our chat with Bobby
Assadourian of Triple R's Inc.
THE HAMILTONIAN

1. Tell us about Triple R’s Inc. How long have
you been in business, where are you located
and what services do you offer?
Triple R Inc. is a Hamilton based General
Contracting Home Improvement Business, our most important and initial service is
Listening…………… We actually listen very carefully to what our customers tell us, offer

Powered by Hamiltonians

our advice, explain all alternatives and options and then finish by “putting everything
in writing”!
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER

Home Improvements are not like going to the corner store and buying a chocolate

@ The_Hamiltonian

bar……… at times it can be a very complicated process that involves multiple choices
in building materials, I like to call it…. Poor, medium and right to the best in quality of
building materials then there is contractor license requirements, liability insurance,

JOIN OUR FREE MAILING LIST

WSIB (work place safety Insurance Board) coverage, city building permits, who is
responsible for them, homeowner or contractor?
I have spent nearly fifteen years working as a laborer and tradesman in this industry
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before starting my
company Triple R Inc. What I learned in that time was that although many of my past
construction employers were very good trades people, however they were also very

SHARE THIS BLOG

poor communicators and that always led to unsatisfied homeowner’s! Most of them

Share this on Facebook

felt they were too good to spend some time with a broom and dust pan at the end of

Tweet this

the day to leave the customers home clean. These were the two founding principles

View stats

that I have used to build my reputation on: ultimate communication skills and

Get more gadgets for your site

keeping and leaving all my customers homes spotless.
Our services include most indoor and outdoor residential repairs and renovations……..
for the complete list please visit our company website www.triplerinc.ca

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO THE
HAMILTONIAN FEED - FREE

2. What makes you and your business unique? What is your competitive edge?

Subscribe in a reader

In a nutshell, what makes my business unique is the following simple fact, “I do
exactly as I say!” That statement should not be taken very lightly! In today’s business

RECENT COMMENTS

world and especially and sadly enough in our very own community of Hamilton where
home improvement contractors “do not do as they say”. Home owners know exactly
where they stand with me, from the initial first phone call and right to the job
completion, they can practically set their wrist watches to my timelines. I have never
been know for “sugar coating” anything! I tell it as it is, no matter how much it may
hurt people. When homeowners deal with me they get the following in my combined
experiences: Fifteen year experienced multi tradesman, nine year General Contractor,

Danya wrote...
As a ‘suburbanite’ (rural to boot), I
believe the majority thought
“GREAT!” If Bob Bratina could deamalgamate...IMHO (and many of
my country counterparts) thought at
least he would address it in a...
Continue >>

former home improvement radio show host, home improvement column writer, home
improvement co author and book publisher of my March of Dimes sponsored home

Anonymous wrote...

spend a lot of my times doing something that I truly love…….. teaching Hamilton

I told think Bratina seriously believed
he could pull off deamalgamation. If
he did, that&#39;s delusional.
political spin for sure.

residents how “to do it themselves”……… via my small renovation segments on

Anonymous wrote...

Hamilton Life, airing on channel 14 every Thursday evening and also through my new

Community television station in its entirety, for the city of Hamilton by a real

&quot;There were just over 3,800
votes cast in the 2010 city election,
about half of all those cast in the
ward.&quot;CORRECTION: Ward
3&#39;s top three finishers (Farr,
Jelly, Geleynse) raked up...
Continue >>

Hamilton Contractor, teaching our homeowners DIY skills that will stay with them for

Anonymous wrote...

a lifetime!

I was born and raised in our great community of Hamilton and have the utmost of

...de-amalgamation, as some
suburban residents hope would
happen, is not on Bratina’s
agenda.“It’s definitely a commitment
in terms of not de-amalgamating, but
examining the problems created by...
Continue >>

respect for its beautiful and historic building architecture. For the past nine years

Brian Henley + wrote...

homeowners have welcomed me into their homes with open arms. My family resides

I don&#39;t believe that the
deamalgamation quotation noted
from the man now in the
mayor&#39;s office was a campaign
pledge, or even a cagey way to get
votes. It was just another uninformed
opinion,...

improvement book which is available in Hamilton’s Eastgate Square, look for it in the
Coles book store. Over that last few years I have switched gears so to speak and now

half hour JUST ASK BOB Home Improvement series airing every Monday evening
also on channel 14.
I am very proud to be on this special channel every week, it is truly a Hamilton

3. What is it about Hamilton that encouraged you to have a business here and to be
involved in the community?

here, my two beautiful boys were born here and it’s the perfect place to keep my
business and to continue to work each and every day.
4. What is your business philosophy and how has that found expression in what you
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do?

Continue >>

My business philosophy has always been about educating people, I have always said

Mark-Alan Whittle wrote...

that my best customers are the ones that have done their research before calling in the

This promise reminds me of the one
Dalton McGuinty made respecting
that Mississauga power plant. Turns
out Politicians will say anything to get
elected. Actions always speak louder
than words, and...
Continue >>

contractor for the quote. This philosophy has now found expression in what I do each
and every week on television where I strive to teach people DIY skills.
5. How can Hamiltonians contact you? (website? Email? Phone? other?)
Bobby Assadourian
www.triplerinc.ca (289) 649-0106
6. Is there anything else you would like Hamiltonians to know about you, your
initiatives or Triple R?
Watch us on T.V……..
Listen to our radio show……….
Read our Home Reno Columns……
www.triplerinc.ca
(289) 649-0196
Thank-you Bobby!
Are you a true blue Hamiltonian who would like to showcase your business here?
Simply email us at admin@thehamiltonian.info for consideration. The Hamiltonian is
not for profit and receives no revenue from these features.

Lorne wrote...
I would support Mayor Bratina&#39;s
bold move to de-amalgamate in a
hearbeat. I believe amalgmation was
one of the stupidest moves made.
It&#39;s not working and it&#39;s
too costly to try to make...
Continue >>

Anonymous wrote...
Might have been an idea to rotate
this around the ward, with
neighbouring neighbourhood
associations (eg Kirkendall &amp;
Durand, Beasley &amp; Central)
paired up as host communities. That
allows for...
Continue >>

Marni wrote...
Great idea to help for local
businesses Teresa and Hamiltonian
staff. I never knew this business
existed. Marni

Occupy Ward 10 wrote...

1 COMMENTS:
Marni said...
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Pricey Games?

Great idea to help for local businesses Teresa and Hamiltonian staff. I never
knew this business existed.
Marni
NOVEMBER 12, 2011
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Questions re: Sale of 196
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POST A COMMENT
Your comments are welcome. Please abide by the blog's policy on
posting. This blog facilitates discussion from all sides of issues. Opposite
viewpoints, spirited discussion and even pointed comments are welcome,
provided they are respectful. Name calling is not allowed and any posts
that violate the policy, will simply not be authorized to appear. This blog
also reserves the right to exclude comments that are off topic or are
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otherwise unprofessional. This blog does not assume any liability
whatsoever for comments posted. People posting comments or providing
information on interviews, do so at their own risk.

Reminder

THE HAMILTONIAN

Comments posted on this blog, may be used as excerpts in whole or in
part, in other media sources .
This blog believes in freedom of speech and operates in the context of a
democratic society, which many have fought and died for.

Inciting respectful but powerful
civic engagement in the Hamilton
community in matters concerning
Hamilton.

Views expressed by commentators or in articles that appear here, cannot
be assumed to be espoused by The Hamiltonian staff or its publisher.

BLOG POLICY
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This blog facilitates discussion
from all sides of issues. Opposite
viewpoints, spirited discussion
and even pointed comments are
welcome, provided they are
respectful. Name calling is not
allowed and any posts that violate
the policy, will simply not be
authorized to appear. This blog
also reserves the right to exclude
comments that are off topic or are
otherwise unprofessional. This
blog does not assume any liability
whatsoever for comments posted.
People posting comments or
providing information on
interviews, do so at their own risk.
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THANK YOU TO ADRIANNA, CARI, , AARON, DIANE, CARMELA, SUZANNE AND DANIELLA, FOR
ADMINISTERING AND MODERATING THIS BLOG. SPECIAL THANK -YOU ALSO TO RICK STEMMLER FOR
HIS KIND PERMISSION TO USE HIS PHOTO, AT THE TOP OF THE HAMILTONIAN.
TERESA
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